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Behavioral States and Developed Images
John B. Calhoun
Laboratory of Psychology
National Institute Of Mental Health
At any time one starts observing an animal while it is active,
it will be noted that it engages in a se~ies -of related actions
such as those involved in procuring and consuming food.

After

continuing these actions for a while it will fairly abruptly
terminate them and replace them with a different set of activities
related to some other function or motivation.

Each such set of

related activities is here designated as a behavioral state, B.
Periods of inactivity similarly define behavioral states._ On the
human level each individual, in addition to evincing behavioral
states such as we may observe in other animals, aiso develops conceptualizations about the surrounding world.

Once any such concep-

tualizatiombecomes stabalized it represents a developed 1mage, I,
which guides the form taken by behavioral states.

I shall here

entertain the hypotheses that behavioral states and developed images

resemble each other with regard to the kind of processes which influence t~eir origin and expression.

In order to explore this nascent

hypothesds I shall first examine some properties of animal behavior
and social organization revealed through my own research.

Then I

shall depart from this firmer path, paved with data, and enter upon
the frail rope bridge of isomorphism to search for possible processes

r,
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of generating developed images within the context of human relations.
So first let us turn to animals and see what they can tell us.
Of

the several behavioral states, B1 ···Bn, comprising an

individual 1 s repertoire it may be in only one at any given time.

The

duration of any B can be calculated by noting when it begi?13and when
it terminates.

When the durations of a great many instances of a

given behavioral state are examined, it is generally found that there
are many short durations, and successively fewer of each longer duration.
The total assembly of the behavioral repertoire of a rat can be reduced
to eight ajor behavioral states, if it is isolated in a fairly limited
enviroDJDental situation.

Information about two typical behavioral

states is given in Figure 1 ,
per subject per hour.

BSH here represents: Behavioral-States

It will be noted that the lo~ of the number

of B as a function of the duration of B forms a straight line.

The

straigpt lines shown are the best fit ones calculated fran the observed
·data.

COJIPBrable data exist for the other six behavioral states.
Such regularity implies that no matter how long a particular kind

of behavioral state bas already persisted there exists for it a constant

,

probability, p, that it will terminate within some fixed additi?nal
interval of time.

I

I have found it convenient to designate pas the

probability of the behavioral state terminating with the next minute.
As may be seen fran Figure 1, { is nearly 50 times as great for running
as for long sleep .

Thus running persists for a much shorter time than

does long sleep. -In either case the very fact of termination indicates·
the action of a signal, and so it is appropriate to formulate a concept

(Fig . 1, between pages 2 and 3 )
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Figure 1. Two typical behavioral states, B, of rate. N • No. ot B.
p' • the probability of a beharloral state terminating
within the next ainute regardless ot how long it hu
already lasted.
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of the process which might be responsible fo~ its origin .
an assembly of N neurones firing at random.

Assume

If some n neurones within

this assembly must fire simultaneously to produce the signal then the
I

larger the neuronal assembly the greater will be p • Whatever the exact
details may finally prove to be, I shall assume that the larger {

is,

the more elements are involved in the origin of the related signal
which terminates the behavioral state.
The next question concerns the initiation of behavioral states .
When long sequences of the eight behavioral states, mentioned above,
are examined it is noted that when one kind of B termina~iyan.y one
of the other seven might follow.

The overt probability of a given

behavioral state Bi, starting becomes simply the proportion of B

1

starts out of the total start of all the B1 ···Bs:

I say overt probability

because one may suspect that once a particular behavioral state bas
terminated it may start again rather than some other one. By observation
one cannot detect such an instance of a behavioral state following
itself, since no real d1scont1nu1ty is apparent.
probability~ of starting is covert.

Thus the true

Professor John Tukey of Princeton

developed for me the appropriate mathematical procedure for deriving
the covert Ap from the overt Ap,
Such covert ~ values are given in Figure 2 for the eight behavioral
states studied in my rats .

Although, some B tend to have larger~ than

others, the rank-ordering of behavioral states according to their1 values
diffeJamong animals.

However, the important point to note is that,

(Fi g. 2 between pages~ and 4)
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regardless of the ordering, each successively smaller ~remains a
constant percentage of the next larger one.

The ordering of the

several B typically is different during the active hours from that
during the period of maxilllal inactivity.

And yet, except for a short

transitional period the slope of the. curve of the log of Apas a function

"

of the rank of pis essentially identical.

I have yet been unable to

"

formulate an hypothesis for such dependency among the existing p.
For our present purposes it suffices merely to recognize the
presence of a

'p for each B. Just as for

p,

we may suspect that "p

reflects the consequences of a signal being generated from an assembly
of neurones -- the more neurones present in the assembly the larger
will be~.

Consider eight assemblies of neurones, one for each B.

At the termination of any given Beach of these assemblies will have
a probability, its~, of generating a signal to cause its associated B
to be initiated depending upon the number of neurones in the respective
assemblies .
From the above observed data and derived formulation it appears
that the sequence and duration of behavioral states is purely a consequence of two kinds of probabilities, one which governs the inttiation
and one the termination of behavioral states.

It must be noted that this

applies to the condition in which rats are in a constant environment
where any item in a behavioral repertoire is possible at any time .
order to record the data automatically each rat was removed from its
normalco:mpi ex social milieu and placed within the confines of a cage
where it remained isolated for seven days.

Every subject exhibited

In
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significant tendencies for some B to follow others more frequently than
anticipated by chance.

This topic of entrainment will be returned to

shortly.
The above data bas led to the inference of assemblies of several
neurones being involved in the inception and termination of behavioral
l
status . An~a_ls as social units capable of generating signaf through
individual or joint action also form assemblies.
(Calhoun,

I have shown

1964) that an evolutionary system consisting of antagonistic

individuals will foster the developnent of compact groups which on the
average consist of twelve adults.

Over tillle heredity becomes adjusted

to a way of life most canpatible with living as a member within a closed
group of twelve.

.

However, within such an optimum sized group some members are
frustrated more frequently than others during these attempts to
attain gratification from social intercourse .

In proportion to the

amount of frustration experienced the individual's behavior becomes
more deviant, and the more it withdraws from engaging in social interaction with associates.

This withdrawal also takes the form of reducing

the frequency of entering that part of the field where the likelihood of
social contact is highest .
On

I have called this phenomenon social velocity.

stri ctly theoretical ground one can calculate the variabilit y of

social velocity among members of a group .

An example of the f i t between

theoret i cal am.observes is shown in Fi gure 3.
The highest velocit y animals i nclude dominant or ter ritori al males,
and females which exhibit

ma:dmum

(Fig. 3, between pages 5 and 6 )
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be the most perceptive members of their gro~1> in the sense of responding
to stimuli in ways maximizing survival of the species under static
environmental circumstances.

,.

Below th~ but not including the lowest

velocity individuals, lies the majority of the group • . Eacn of them
shows some deviant behavior.

~ong mice and· rats (domesticated and

wild strains of Mus musculus and Rattus norvegicus) this deviancy takes
the form of impaired maternel be_havior, cannibalism, and a wide range
of inappropriate sexual behavior.

The exact nature of such abberations

is not so important as their reflection of two changes within the
central nervous system. First, animals respond to a pa~ial presence
of the canplex of stimuli normally required to elicit the response.
Second, where entrained sequence of behavioral states are required to
produce a desired consequence, such as in nest-b~ilding or transport
of nev-born young, the sequence becanes fragmented into its component
parts.

Those rats with -the lowest social velocity appear to have little

awareness of their social milieu; they essentially never engage in
sexual activities, nor does their b~havior elicit responses from their
associates.

This range of behavior and apparent awareness of surroundings

may be anticipated in any organized social group.

Although

my

observat-

ions have dealt strictly with rodents,their seems to be no inherent
reason why the general formulation is not equally applicable to the
human situation.
Now, I wish to turn to a topic which I believe has an important
bearing on the problem of creativity .

Where the covert p operates

wi thout interference there can exist no entraimnent of behavioral states

7

in which, given a particular B has terminated, some one other B has
an increased probability of being initiated which does not hold
following .termination of other kinds of B.
I having recently completed a computer analysis of sequences
of behavioral state comparing high velocity .and low velocity male
rats.

Although low velocity rats do exhibit some marked indications

of entrained. sequences, the likelihood of entrained sequence proved
to be several times greater for high velocity rats .

Now, the question

is: "What has this to do with creativity?" All the present evidence
points to the fact that entrained sequences of behavioral states, which
together comprise a higher order complex behavioral state, permits more
effective coping with normal exigencies of the envi~onment.

But

changed circumstances of the environment may require a different
entrainment and/or perhaps the incorporation of a new behavioral state.
This can be accomplished most readily if there is minimal existing
entrainment and if awareness of stimuli has not been overly impaired.

Such individuals can only be those of formerly fairly reduced velocity,
for whom a reduction of normal social pressures permits an incre~se in
velocity and awareness.

This formulation of creativity must stand for

the present as an inference _.

However, I should add that one instance

(Calhoun, 1963 p 33) of a creative act by rats comparable to discovery
of the of the wheel by humans, did occur among a group of rats (Calhoun

1953, pp 21C-212, colony j ) all of whom fell into this category of
fairly withdrawn individuals.

This creative act consisted of forming

8
a large ball of earth out of 4o or 50 smaller wads, and pushing it
out of a burrow being constructed rather then resorting to the otherwise universal simple rat behavior of pushing loose dirt or transporting single small wads in the mouth. ·
In any case, I wish to point out that, if the present formulations
approximate correctness, the incorporation of any new behavioral state
into the behavioral repertoire requires that new assemblies of neurones
be organized to produce the signals permitting a p' and a

1 for

the new

behavioral state.
Fran this point on I wish to share with you some pure speculations
about human social organization generated by these studies on rodents .
As a background to the origin of these speculations attention must be
called to a paper by Si r Geoffrey Vickers

(1964).

concern for a peculiar imbalance in human affairs.

Here he voices
He looks at the

proliferation and refinement of the science of cybernetics which bas
spawnedregulatory systems of great precision in the fields of production
and management.

Vickers views with calm alarm the near absence of

systems of comparable precision which can generate or alter opinion
about the goals of such exquis ite regulatory systems .

He says:

"Men, institutions and societies learn what to want as well as how
to get, what to be as well as what to do ; and the two forms of adaptations
are closely connected.

Since our ideas of regulation were f ormed in

r ela tion to norms which a r e deemed to be given, they need to be recon-s i dered in relation t o norms which -change with the effort made to pursue
them.

II
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"So I shall concentrate on the ?rocesses involved in the first
see;ment and I need a wo~d to describe them.

Since I cannot find one

in the literature, I will call them collectively "appreciation," and
I will keep the word "regulation'' for the second segment.

I will credit

the appreciating agent with a·set of readinesses to distinguish some
aspects of its situation rather than others and to classify and value
these in this way rather than that, and constantly to revise these
readinesses; and I will describe these readinesses as an appreciative
system. "
Professor

F.s.c.

Northrup

(1948,

Science, 107: 411-417) in the

closing statements of his paper on The Neurological and Behavioristic
Basis of the Ordering of Society by Means of Ideas, defines the value
of such appreciative systems for society: ''Human societies --- (can)
r adically reconstruct their social organization with the rejection of
an old normative social theory and the acceptance of a new one.

This

is possible quickly only when.a society or its leaders have reached a
majority agreement upon a systematic normative social theory and possess
an excellent system of connnunications to acquaint and habituate the
leaders of that society and, if possible, a majority of the people with
that normative social theory. --- In short, in any culture embodied ideas
defining purposes or ideas really matter. "
The task I now address myself to is : "can insight derived from
animal behavior and social organization provide a basis for developing
appreciative systems?"

Before seeking a_partial answer it will be

'l

helpful to make another analogy.

Along the evolutionary lineage leading

10

to man, as judged by types of presently living animals which represent
these stages, we note a gradual transition.
are characterized by

a predominance

The more primitive forms

of pre-programing of the sensory-

motor system, as mediated through the nervous system, such that each
individual animal tends to respond in a highly predictable fashion in
any given environmental situation, even when exposed to it for the first
time.

In Vickers'· terms regulatory systems are highly elaborated

and deterministic.

As we ascend the evolutionary ladder toward man

this rigidity becomes altered by an enhanced capacity to profit fran
experience, to alter ways of responding, to incorporate new behavioral
states, as conditions in the environment change during any individual's
life-span.

Fran such changing and enlargement of the behavioral repertoire

we can infer comparable alterations and additions to developed images.
Again, j.n Vickers' terms this evolutionary trend may be phrased in
t~rms of an accumulation of the role of appreciative systems in any
individual' s life.

Turning to the human situation we may note that

institutional organizations through cultural determinism have tended
toward producing efficient mechanisms of responding to static conditions,

They have become culturally innate regulatory systems.

What Vickers is

saying is that in this era of ever-increasing rate of social c~nge
cultural evolution has for some reason not yet been able to provide
for effective appreciative system~, much less their gaining ascendency
to regulatory systems.

That such ascendency is fundamental for the

survival of the human species may well account f or the broad appeal of

11
h,
.
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Tei~rd de Chardin's concept pf the noosphere to many contemporary

thinkers as they view the developing course of human destiny.
So my concern will now focus on the structure and function of an
appreciative system.

If I1···In represents the totality of images

requisite for a society to function under the given conditions at a
particular time, then the function of an aPI>reciative system becomes
one of developing new ~ges which can ·replace or enlarge upon the
prior repertoire as surrounding conditions change.

Images I1·:·1n for

1 ···Bn for

a society are asstDDed to be i somorphic to behavioral states B
an individual.

This implies that there must be elements in society

comparable to neurones, and that these elements can function together
to produce signals which can initiate or terminate the temporal influence
of an image on the function of society.

For the analogy to be consistent

this means that in the normal course of the function of a society only
one image has an influence at any moment in time.

That is to say, in

tenns of their predominance of influence1 images function sequentially
over time.
media.

In a general way this property is reflected by public news

If one were to plot overtime the amount of coverage devoted to

such topics as civil rights, Viet Nam, the popu1ation explosion, or

economic problems it will be noted that some one of these predominates
over particular periods.

It is in this sense of a predominant temporary

_influence that I say that the only one image exerts an influence over
any particular span of time.
Now to return to the problem of the elements in society which
are comparable to neurones.

Individual humans represent these units.

I ..
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Judging f~om the course of human evolution, and from the characteristics
of the culturally most primitive groups of humans now existing, such
as the Bushmen of the Kalahari desert, the basic assembly of elements
becomes twelve adults on the ave:rage, which from theory (Calhoun,1964)
may be taken to encompass the range of 7-19 individuals.
If such assemblies are to function as basic units in an appreciative
.

.

/ll#.-'"C

system they must consist of individuals least connnitted,/involved in
perpetuating existing images.

That is to say they must represent

·reserve elements which may be recruited to produce nevi signals controlling
the temporal initiation and termination of a new image.
generate the

p and t

These signals

probability functions of the new image in the

context of the existing array of images.

Here the analogy is to the

concept of recruitment of new assemblies of neurones to govern the
initiation and termination of a new behavioral state in an individual
organism.
In the scientific realm we find a long historical precedence for
.

·JS

such assemblies of individuals whose functictn£/to guicf'the elaboration
of new images of scientific insight.

These are the invisible colleges

whose history is traced by De Solla Pr ice

(1965). He points out that

they have a critical size of about a hundred individuals.
represents an order of magnitude.
to take this as

This estimate

For theoritical reasons I would like

144, i.e. 122 . If an invisible college does in fact

represent the optimum assembly required to generate a new image 1 it
follows that it must be comprised of twelve groups of twelve individuals
on the average with a considerable range of 49 {i.e. 72 ) to 361 (i.e. 192 ).

...
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De Solla PYice emphasizes the critical role of effective communication
among members of an invisible college.

These considerations suggests

the effectiveness of an hierarchical structure of the invisible college
in which one representation of each sub-assembly of twelve individuals
in turn forms a supra-ordinal assembly with regard to the integration
of information.
I.et: !1_·••~2 stand for the twelve sub~assemblies, each
consisting of twelve individuals.
A stand for the delegated assembly formed from one
representative each from a ···a
-1

-i2

•

C represent an invisible_college.
Then any !.i, may be expected to generate some new image relevant to
the general concern of

c.

However, in regard to that portion of

society for which C may be expected to influence, the image generated
by !., remains subliminal.

The subliminal 1mages generated by !, • • "!,
1
12
may be designated as i • • •112 . AH 1 • • •1 are available to A.
1
12
1
Integration of i • • ·1 by A results in an 1mage IA capable of becaning
1

12

established to the extent of exerting a significant influence upon that
larger social body which shares a concern with the issues dealt with by

c.

Still we must realize that invisible colleges have limited application
to many issues and value reorientations at national and international
levels.

This raises the Question:

''Can the above conceptualization of

the invisible college be extended to encompass the broad range of

.J
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interests of mankind on a global basis 'i •·

If every !:i within a C fonns

also an A for another C. characterized by a narrower range of concern .
within the general subject matter of interest, then we have a basis
for enlarging the network to include any 12n elements.
These. levels of invisible colleges may be designated as
~

, 5s ' Ci .•. ~:
Level

Total elements in
the System from

Geo-published
Representation

A· • •C

.1 2

World
Multi-National or
Geographical Blocks
National, or Regional
within large Nations
Metropolitan Areas
Villages, or conm1unity
within Metropolis

144
1,728
20,736
248,732
An

appreciative system of thtsmagnitude might be expected to generate

effectively new images relevant to same single broad concern such as
science, economics, health, etc.

Thus there must be such an

appreciatives system for each major area of human concern . Again, the
optimum effectiveness of intra- group interaction among 12 individuals
dictates dividing all. human concerns into no more than twelve categories,
for each of which there will be an appreciative system. At everY level of
organization of each appreciative system a representative joins with
systems
similar representatives from the other appreciative/ to form an
appreciative system of appreciative

systems.

Thus there arises both

horizontal and vertical comnunication within the overall appreciative

15
,,.
system of 12~ or 2,984,784 individuals.
Upon first inspection such an involvement of three million
persons in discussion groups, supplemented by appropriate means to
make more effective the comnunication within and between groups, may
sound like rantings of a mad egg-head locked in his ivory tower and
out of contact with reality.

I will agree that such· a compound

appreciative system is no more · than so much '' sound and fury, . signifying
nothing" provided there is no contact with regulatory systems and with
all the other elements, the other members of society, who in the
final measure .must evaluate the effectiveness of both regulatory and
appreciative systems.
Considering rates of change affecting society an ef~ective
appreciative system must be future oriented.

We are then faced with

the problem of how a future oriented appreciative system can find a
niche providing an interface of communication with society.
Murphy (1958, p. 273) provides a beginning clue.

Gardner

He says:

"Some years ago, Nathan Israeli developed the magnificent
conception of a "museum of the future": a systematic and
orderly display of the various potentialities which the
future may indeed bring. Just as we may use a museum to
see what Egypt once produced or a museum of science and
industry to show the interrelations among the sciences and
engineering and invention today, so a study by all the
methods of analysis and extrapolation might 'reveal to us
the possible future directions of cosmic and human development. In such a museum, we should have to go far beyond
the classification of scientific enterprises already
attempted in terms of observation, analysis, abstraction,
generalization, the principle of levels, and the discovery
of new forms of emergence. The task here woul d be to find
ways (l ike those of the encyclopedists of the eighteenth

LJ..
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century) of defining systematically what is known, so
that one can fill in the gaps and at the same time
extrapolate in directions suggested by existing t r ends- for upon this possibility intelligent planning depends. "

r- .Sec.

no

t-c.

Oi'\..

p11, R.eft!.r~e;.s

Kenneth Boulding (1965) in a discussion of ''The Role of the
M.lseum in the Propagation of Developed Images" has continued this
theme with emphasis upon the potential role of museums as an extension
of their present capacity to serve as an interface with society.

In

closing he says :
Another strategic element in the situation is that the
museum is the one culture form at which Pr ofessor Snow's
"two cultures" meet. The art museum is as much a museum
as the science museum. So is the historical museum. A
museum, therefore, is not only an interface between the
developed sub-culture and the folk culture, it is also
part of the interface within the developed culture
between the humanistic side and the scientific side. It
may, therefore, have an important role in establishing
coJ1111UDication across this gulf as well as the other one.
Tbe critical question is whether the people who run
museums around the world have a sufficient se~e of
vocational unity to respond to this image of their
potential significance. If they do, they may be a very
key element in the formation of the .world commmity.
If this opportunity is to be seized, however, it requires
a breakdown of the present isolation of the museum subculture, and. it involves getting a large part of the
scientific cOIDDlunity itself interested in the problem of
the rapid spread of developed images. We have seen the
enormous ·impact when an important segment of the
scientific camnunity gets interested in schools , as in
the recent revolution in the teaching of mathematics
and the natural sciences . A similar revolution in the
mus eum is by no means impossible .
It will be noted that the closing phrase i n .the passage quoted
earlier from Gardner Murphy includes the concept of planning as a function
museums of the future.

Bertrand de J ouvenal i n describing his FUI'URIBIES

l.-1. .
j7

"venture'' to .RAND• s Interdepartmental Seminar on November 30, 1964,
put the issue this way:
"We at FUI'URIBLES are interested in surmises about the
future which are achieved at the cost of some intellectual
exertion. - - - I wish to stress that it is expensive,
in terms of intellectual effort, to picture a future
'condition of human affairs. ·, - - - We like to call them
reasoned 'conjectures,' meaning thereby, that when an
author gives it as his opinion--and it is no more than an
opinion--that· things will shape up in a certain way, more
or less by a certain time, he must adduce reasons for this
opinion, describe the steps whereby that shape will be
achieved, that situation will be reached. - - - Now, coming
to the great design of our venture, it is to generate,
gradually, a 'Surmising Forum,' a market place to which
various speculations about the future are brought, where
these speculations are confronted, discussed, criticized,
combined or aggregated, so that images of attainable
futures are ade available."
I shall then define a museum of the future as an institution which
encompasses three functions :
1.

An invisible college of an appreciative s~stem, or one of its

12 sub-assemblies .
2. A surmising forum -- the planning function.

3. The interface communication function . Interface is here used
to denote a two-way conmnmication.
None of these functions encompasses policy or regulatory responsibilities.
of images.

They are solely concerned with generation and transmittal
The museum of the future serves as an oasis for the member s of an

invisible college to assemble together for discussion with low public
visibility, and maintains such supportive activities as will make
communication between these elements more effective while each member

L ..
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is in normal residence at his .home institution.

These supportive

activities also include all necessary means for providing vertical
and horizontal comnunication through the a-ppreciative system.

The

surmising forums, unlike the invisible colleges, consist of ?ermanent
members of the museums of the future.

They form the research branch.

Only through association with these two other functions within the
protective framework of a museum of the future type organization can
an appreciative system touch base with reality and justify its existence.
In ultimate form this entire structure would involve upwards of 30 million
persons; roughly 2 1/ 2 percent of the present adult :population, but less
than one percent of the adult population likely to be present a century
from now.

Unless we are willing to divert some such relatively small

effort away from production and regulation into an appreciative system
and the collateral functions with it, there seems small hope of the
human species passing through the great transformation demanded of it
in the not too distant future.
We. cannot take the example of the slow evolution of the human brain
in which through eons of time natural selection enabled the brain of a
shrew-like creature to mushroom into man's incomparable organ.

The

human "neurones" that are required to develop the far-flung network
of the appreciative system, the surmising forum, and the interface with
society are here~· We merely have to provide the means for them to
begin functioning.
must begin soon.

This could begin at any, or all, levels -- but it

...
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